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are perhaps the most critical part of the race. That same “last mile”
conundrum is one that haunts many industries today.
Digital technologies and consumer expectations have transformed
entire sectors. Need a place to eat? Look it up on a phone. Have a trivia
question? Ask a virtual assistant. Want to get a loan, be reimbursed for a
company expense, or use your insurance payout? Better pull up a chair
and plan to wait.
Transactions involving disbursements have not kept pace with evolution
in other industries. This is because legacy financial transactions like
paper checks and ACH take time, slowing down the last mile and turning
what might be a fast experience – such as submitting an auto claim or
applying for a loan – into a slow crawl while waiting for final proceeds
to become available.
Consumers hate it – literally. In a recent
PYMNTS Disbursement Satisfaction Index,
checks rank dead last (with a score of
4.4 out of 100 points) when it comes to
customer satisfaction. Conversely, a Federal
Reserve Study found that 70% of U.S.
consumers prefer to be paid instantly or
within an hour. This is only accelerated by
the demands of the Gig Economy and the
Sharing Economy. The delta is wide and the
intent is clear – consumers demand instant
money. It’s time to kill the check!

“We’ve heard time and again that
traditional methods of depositing checks
to accounts is too slow – people want
access to their funds more quickly.
Providing this [push payments]
flexibility is just one more way that
ADP creates a more valuable financial
services platform for gig workers and the
employers who pay them.”
Gary Lott
Division VP/GM
ADP
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Running 26 miles makes you a marathoner however the last .2 miles

producing unhappy customers and unnecessary
expenditures of time and money. Worse, you
might not be keeping pace with the needs
of today’s customers. That is why modern
organizations are embracing real-time digital

A push payment transaction begins with a

disbursements also known as instant payments.

company sending (pushing) money to a recipient,

“Instant Payments are a
compelling business case
for businesses including
insurance carriers. You
have the ability to layer
on a solution that is
no risk to you, makes
policyholders happy and
might save you money.
It’s a quick win.”
Jay Sarzen
Senior Analyst
Aite Group

Push payments deliver the
choice, control and confidence
that consumers crave.

Companies that don’t move

rather than the recipient requesting (pulling)

beyond the check with their

payment. But there is a lot that happens behind

customers risk being left behind.  

the scenes to make a push payment successful.
We’ve created this eBook to help you understand

Real-time digital disbursements

the most important aspects of a successful push

are made possible through

payment solution, including the critical must-

push payments technology.

have features.

Push payments are essentially
traditional card-based debit
transactions, but in reverse.
The beauty of a push payment
is that it introduces speed and
choice into the way consumers

are paid. The recipient can choose when they
wish to accept payment and can direct it to nearly
any card, online wallet or other financial account.
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If you’re relying on checks or ACH, you’re
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2 Exceptional User
Experience
Delivering a superior user experience is the

And they want to get paid the same easy

beginning, middle and end of a successful

way they pay you. If you cannot make the

push payment. For years, innovation in

entire process fast, easy and pleasing then

making payments outpaced advances in

you’ve missed the mark.

the ways consumers could get paid.
So what does this take? The three key
But technology has finally caught up to

elements of a successful push payment

consumer demand. Your customers prefer

user experience are convenience, choice,

instant payments because they want or

and confidence.

maybe they need their money faster than a
check or ACH deposit can deliver.

Informed by experiences in ride-sharing, online

The process for setting up or accepting a push

shopping, travel, and other industries, consumers

payment is incredibly fast. Unlike ACH, push

expect the ultimate in convenience when it comes

has no processing delays or sign up process.

to financial transactions.

This is because a push payment uses the
same accounts and payment instruments your

One defining advantage of a push payment is

customers already know and trust. These are the

speed. Unlike batch ACH payments or other

cards they carry in their wallet or the accounts

slower instruments, push payments are

stored on their smartphones today. No need to

real-time delivery of funds 24/7 – even on

memorize a routing number, activate yet another

weekends and holidays.

new card, or open a new account – an advantage
that saves time and delivers convenience.

“By partnering with Ingo Money and Visa to deliver
real-time capital to our customers, we will empower
small businesses in the next decade to achieve
their goals with the fastest and most flexible credit
solutions in the market.”
Noah Breslow
CEO
OnDeck

Your push payment solution also needs to make
it as easy as possible to choose and manage a
push payment. That means immediate electronic
notifications that a payment is available and the
ability to accept and select account destinations
with the press of a button.
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2.1 Convenience

Consumer experiences in other sectors have also
taught them to demand control over their money.
Your customers use a wide range of accounts
in their financial lives: debit cards, credit cards,
online wallets, bank accounts, and more. When
it’s time to recieve funds, they want choice. But a
paper check or ACH transaction dictates payment

“Payments is really about the
customer experience and instant
disbursements can really help
customers in moments of need”
Brendan Miller
Senior Analyst
Forrester

terms to a consumer, removing that choice.
A push payment allows

This choice and control is made available through the

customers to choose where

reach of your push payment service provider. Because

to recieve funds. This

push payments use existing payment networks in

element of choice is a critical

reverse, your service provider should be plugged into

underpinning of modern digital

20+ payment networks. In this way, payments can be

experiences, and fundamental

routed to a Visa debit card, a PayPal wallet, an Amazon

to how the Instant Money

account, or even physical cash out locations. It also

Economy is taking shape.

delivers on the consumer desire to be paid in the same
easy, intuitive way that they pay you.
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2.2 Choice

Push payments inherently deliver confidence.

There are reports of some push payment

By definition, push payment funds arrive in an

providers delivering success rates of only 80%.

account fully guaranteed which means that

This is unacceptable! Imagine if your GPS or your

they are ready to spend. There is no way to

Lyft driver routed you to the correct destination

claw back the funds after they are issued. Which

only 80% of the time... You would not be happy.

provides the ultimate confidence for
your customers.

Experienced push payment
providers can provide

But the process of a push payment

reliable funding 99%+ of

must also deliver on this promise of

the time. They do this using

confidence. All interactions should be

extensive network reach and

supported with clear and transparent

intelligent routing systems that

communications. You want to let your customers

track and prioritize available

know when a payment is available, which

funding paths by speed. By

accounts are supported, and when funds

supporting millions of account

have arrived.

destinations, providers can
also create redundancy to

“Ingo Money developed a
domestic push payments
use case with Visa back
in 2012 and has evolved
its technology into a
mature and sophisticated
push payment enabling
platform”
Bill Sheley
Head Global Push Payments
Visa

The actual transmission of funds is also critical.

route transactions through

Unfortunately, providers and customers alike are

multiple paths to the end customers. The very

used to failed transactions or lost funds for direct

best technology providers also understand

deposits, wire transfers and other electronic

how to deal with high dollar items and allow for

payments.

traditional disbursement methods if required.  
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2.3 Confidence

Compliance is a critical – and required – component of any push
payment solution. Unless you’re a bank, you’ll need to enlist a
sponsor bank as part of your payments process. You or your push
payment service provider are responsible for ensuring compliance
with all mandated OFAC, PCI, and money movement regulations.
In the next section we’ll focus on Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standards (PCI DSS) and bank sponsorship.
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3 Risk and Compliance

A push payment requires companies to collect

KYC

and store customer data. This includes personally

Know Your Customer is not

identifiable information, account and card data,

only a regulatory requirement;

and personal preferences. In order to collect

it’s solid business practice. It is

and store this data, companies or their service

critical that you verify customers

providers must be PCI compliant.

to ensure they are who they say
they are. A third party provider

This can be managed by you

often has tools embedded in

or your service providers as

their platform and workflow

part of the user interface,

to help.

and can be customized to be
included within your website

If you are building your own solution, you should

or as part of the vendor

require collect data only the customer would

experience.

know as a verification mechanism and embed
this in the user interface for comparison to your

Risk management focuses

historical customer information. Fully identity and

on two core areas: KYC and

email verification can also be facilitated through

Customer Account Information.

third party providers.
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3.1 Risk

Once you trust your customer, you must verify

When issuing real-time funds with no ability to

ownership of their destination card or account

reverse payment, it’s critical that you are accurate

for payment. It is vital that you know they actually

with both customer identity and payment account

own the card or account where money is being

information.

sent. Again, your provider should have all this built
into their workflow and authenticated the account
against third party data sources.
If you’re doing it yourself, be wary of using phone
numbers or email for verification. Some person-

Mistakes can be costly, but
fortunately – they are easily
avoidable.

to-person networks have experienced fraud or

Proven risk management processes and partners

mistakes because of changing cellular and email

will ensure accuracy and help you avoid losses.

accounts.
Proper risk management helps mitigate the
liabilities that can arise from one of the greatest
consumer advantages of a push payment:
immediately available and safe to spend funds
(unlike with checks or ACH).
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CUSTOMER ACCOUNT INFO

A push payment transaction requires
bank sponsorship.
All payment originators must secure sponsorship before processing
push transactions over the payment networks. For companies
building their own push payment platform, there are many banks
that have a history of working with companies or fintechs as
sponsors. Be sure to understand their unique requirements, costs
and ease of engagement.
Sponsor banks must perform due diligence on all payment
originators to verify compliance with all network rules prior to
sponsoring companies into the payment networks for push
payments,
If you’re contracting with a push payment service, ask about their
bank sponsor. Ideally, they have a longstanding history together
and a process to quickly on-board you so that your push payment
solution can roll out quickly. A slow or cumbersome process will
delay your entire deployment.

“The conversation no longer
is about helping companies
understand why push
payments are valuable.
It’s about how to get them
up and running on the
service quickly and easily.”
Cecilia Frew
Head of U.S. Push Payments
Visa
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3.2 Bank Sponsorship
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4 Aggregated Settlement
Like any transaction-based system, digital disbursements require
accurate management and accounting. This can feel overwhelming
when you consider the number of customers, networks and
destination accounts that make up a push payment platform.
However, the right strategy can make this a breeze and even
streamline back-end operations for additional savings.
The key is an aggregated account and reconciliation process.
A good hosted service will make this simple by offering a single
reconciliation account that consolidates all digital disbursement
transactions into one account. This will require few resources on
your end and simplify management.
If you are building your own push payment platform, then the key is
hiring the right people and teams. They will need to properly track
both origination and destination accounts, ensure proper account
balances, and handle all accounting and reconciliation tasks.
Generally, this means deep financial and operations expertise across
multiple positions.

Tip!
It’s also useful if launching your own
platform to start small and scale.
Identify a very specific use case for push
payments to ensure user experience and
back-end operations before rolling it out
more broadly across your organization.

Now that you understand the features that define a successful push
payment solution, the only remaining question is whether to build
or partner. Both have advantages, and the right choice will largely
depend on your organization’s needs and resources.
Organizations that already have payment infrastructure in place
for traditional check or ACH payments might consider building
their own. The key considerations include establishing proper
compliance and bank sponsorship, managing transaction routing
including the operations to intelligently reroute failed transactions,
and account reconciliation/ settlement. In addition, the organization
must manage relationships with all the leading payment networks
(Visa, MasterCard, PayPal, Amazon, etc.) to maintain up to date
payment routing intelligence. Without proper oversight, you can lose
connectivity and delivery success will deteriorate.  
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5 To Build or Partner?

Ingo Money offers an API for companies that

across multiple networks, organizations will

desire more control over the integration process,

put forward a less than optimal consumer

or a SaaS platform for those that want a more

experience and inhibit the redundancy necessary

streamlined experience.  

to guarantee successful transactions. It’s also
important that once relationships are in place,

Whichever path you choose, it

organizations have the tools in place to monitor

is critical that you set up your

and confirm successful payment posting.

own organization for success.
That begins by identifying an

Ultimately, many organizations

internal champion that lives and breathes the

determine that it is easier, faster

initiative. They must remain focused on the

and more affordable to work

effort throughout to ensure the deployment

with a third party push payments

is successful. This internal champion enlists

provider. In those situations, it’s

executive leadership and support, lines up

important to find someone that

necessary internal resources and acts as

delivers on all the compliance and sponsorship

liaison with contracted third party providers.

requirements, has relationships with 20+ payment

Perhaps most importantly, they carry on the

networks, has a proven history of successful

communications campaign, reminding everyone

payments at volume, and can make onboarding

why push payments are integral to your success,

and deployment simple and convenient for your

where they fit into your long-term digital

teams.

transformation strategy, and how they improve
the customer experience.

Ideally, your provider can also offer multiple ways
to engage. For example, Ingo Money is a trusted
partner helping to maximize Visa Direct.
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That last part is key – without digital connections
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6 Conclusion
The benefits of push payments are indisputable:
•

Happier Customers

•

Competitive Advantages

•

Back-office Streamlining

•

Operational Cost Savings

Making them a no-brainer for modern businesses and banks.
But push payments are new to both businesses and consumers.
To succeed, you need to have the right game plan in place to ensure
you deliver a secure transaction that customers love — every time.
By following this playbook, you can partner or build a solution that
will set you apart in the marketplace and ensure satisfied customers.

Ready to discuss your push payment
approach? To talk to an Ingo Money
payments expert: biz.ingomoney.com

“With push payments
we are in the middle of
a transformation. We’ll
look back in five years
and say, ‘remember when
payments were slow?’”
Cecilia Frew
Head of U.S. Push Payments
Visa

